Jeopardy for Editors
Word Bank

Use these word banks to help you play Jeopardy for Editors. Have fun!

**Word Bank**

- The Court Rules
  - Fragment
  - Complex Sentence
  - Sentence
  - Run On
  - Paragraph
  - Comma Splice
  - Incorrect case
  - Conjunction
  - First person

- Name that Blooper!
  - List not in parallel structure
  - Incorrect possessive form
  - Dangling modifier
  - Exclamation point goes inside quote
  - Subject-verb agreement
  - Incomplete sentence
  - Misplaced modifier
  - No citation
  - Restrictive modifier

- The Pause that Refreshes
  - Quote (“
  - Dash (—)
  - Hyphen (-)
  - Comma (,)
  - Period (.)
  - Semi-colon (;)
  - Colon (:)
  - Parenthesis ()
  - Comma with and, or, for, nor, but, yet, so

- The Pen is Mightier than the Rule
  - Incomplete Sentence
  - Discriminatory Language
  - Run on
  - Gender neutral language
  - Acceptable Split Infinitive (*hint: infinitive = “to” + verb)
  - Parallel structure
  - Acceptable use of “who”
  - Sentence fragment

- Potpourri
  - Wordy sentence
  - Types of sentences
  - Spell-check
  - Your dog
  - Noun-pronoun agreement
  - Types of words
  - Comma splice
  - Word that is not a word